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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we examine approximation problems of the following kind: 
Let T and E be normed spaces and P a subset of E, F: E -+ T a mapping, 
and let F[P] be the set of approximating functions. If w E T, then a best 
approximation to w is an element u0 EF[P] with jl w - v,, 11 < I/ w - D ]I for 
every u E F[P]. We study the question whether such a best approximation is 
unique. 
Let P be given as a set described by inequality and equality constraints: 
I is a finite set, (T&, is a set of compact topological spaces, P, is an open 
subset of E, 2 is a Banach space, and let mappings gTaj: E -+ R(T E I’j , j E I) 
and p: E -+ Z be given. Let 
P = 0 n {a E E 1 g7,j(a) < 0} n {CL EE j p(a) = O} n P, . 
jet TEJ-* 
We assume here that E is a Banach space, F is FrCchet differentiable at every 
a E P, the sets t g~,h, (j E Z) have the property Dl at every 01 E P (see 
Warth [13]) and P has the property D2 at every 01 E P (see Warth [13]).l 
For CY E P let 
for every j E I, 
E(a) = {h E E 1 p’(a)h = 0, g:,j(a)h < 0 for every 7 E T,(cx) and j E I(U)) 
and T(a) = F’(a)[E(a)]. Let d(a) denote the dimension of span T(a). 01 E P is 
called regular, if p’(a) is surjective and there is an h E E with p’(a)h = 0 and 
1 Dl and D2 are differentiability assumptions. 
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g:,j(a)h < 0 for every T E I’,(a) and j E I(U). P is regular if every 01 E P is 
regular. 
In [13] it has been proved (local Kolmogoroff condition): 
THEOREM 1. Zf v,, = F(a,) is a best approximation to w E T and cy,, E P is 
regular, then for every h E E(ol,) 
min(lo F’(z&h / I E &,-,O} < 0. (l-1) 
&-,O is the set of continuous, linear functionals I on T with I(w - vJ = 
II w - 00 II. 
In this paper we suppose T to be the space C(X) of continuous, real-valued 
functions defined on a compact, topological space X with the maximum norm. 
We present new necessary and sufficient conditions for an element o be a 
unique best approximation. We obtain generalizations of well-known results 
of Meinardus and Schwedt [9] to constrained approximation problems. 
We apply the general results to constrained approximation problems to 
obtain results as in Braess [l], Taylor [12], Loeb, Moursund, and Taylor [8], 
Deutsch [4], Warth [14], and Roulier and Taylor [ll]. 
For this approximation problem (1.1) is equivalent o for every q E T(u,) 
mWw(x) - vo(x)) qt.4 I x E ~,-,J d 0, U-2) 
where M,-, = {x E X I I w(x) - vo(x)l = // w - v. ]I}. For a simple proof 
see Kirsch, Garth, and Werner [6]. 
We say that (F, P) has the property R, if for every a, /3 E P there is a 
function 4 E C(X) with d(x) > 0 for every x E X and a function q E T(a) 
such that F@) - F(a) = $4. 
This condition has been used by Krabs [7] (where it was called “Darstell- 
barkeitsbedingung”). 
If (F, P) has property R, then (1.2) implies for every v E F[P] 
min((w(x) - vo(x))(v(x) - v&)) I x o M,-,,] < 0. (1.3) 
Condition (1.3) is always sufficient for an element v. to be a best approxi- 
mation to w (Kolmogoroff criterion). F[P] is called an B-sun (see Brosowski 
and Wegmann [3]) if w f T and v. is a best approximation to w, then v,, is a 
best approximation to v. + X(w - vo) for every X > 0. If F[P] is an a-sun 
and v. is a best approximation to w, then (1.3) holds. 
If (F, P) has property R, then F[P] is an a-sun (best approximations are 
characterized by the Kolmogoroff criterion) and best approximations are 
characterized by the local Kolmogoroff condition. 
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2. A NECESSARY CONDITION 
LEMMA 2. Let lyO E P be regular and let (F, P) have property R. Let r 
linear independent functions u1 ... u,. E C(X) be given so that T(E,-,) C 
span{u, ... u,}. If there is a /3 E P, F@) # F(a,,) so that F@) - F(q,) has r 
zeros x1 ... x, E X, then there is a function w E C(X) so that F(a,) a&F@?) are 
best approximations to w. 
Proof. Let G E C(X) be defined by G(x) = j q(x) - v,,(x)/ (x E X), 
where v1 = F(js), v,, = F(aJ. Let 01 = 1) G Ij and choose x0 E X so that 
G(x,) = a. Let 
j = 0, 1,. . , r. 
There is a vector (/$, ... /3,,) E UP+‘\{@} sothat 
If A, .** & are linear independent, then ,8, # 0 and we can assume 
B&(x0) - Gd> > 0. 
If 4, ..* ST are linear dependent we can assume /I,, = 0. Let 
J = {je {0 ... r) 1 & # O}. 
There is a function g E C(X), 11 g I/ = 1 so that 
A 
g(x-J = / /Jj / 9 j E J. 
Let w E C(X) be defined by 
4-4 = &)t~ - G(X)) + v,fx> 
Then 11 w - v,, 11 = 01. For j E J\(O) we obtain 
44 - %(Xj) = @J a 
hence (ti ] j E J> C II~,-,~ . 
(2.1) implies xi=,, /Ijh(xj) = 0 for every h E spar& ... u?}, particularly 
for every h E T(cu,). Thus 
min{/$h(xJ / j E J} < 0 
for every h E T(cr,,). 
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Forj E J\(O) flj(w(xj) - a,&)) > 0 and if0 E J then /3,(w(x,)-a,,(~,,)) > 0. 
Consequently 
min{(w(x,) - u,,(xj)) h(xj) 1 j E J} < 0 
for every h E T(ol,). Since (E, P) has property R, v,, is a best approximation 
to w by the Kolmogoroff criterion. Since I/ w - or !I < 01, v1 is a best approxi- 
mation as well. 
(F, P) has the global Haar property, if 
- d(a) < co for every (Y E P, 
- for every v E F[P] there is an cy. EP so that F(a) = Y and d(ol) > 1, 
- V, fi E F[P] and ZI # B imply that u - d has at most da - 1 zeros with 
d,- = min{d(a) j 01 E P, F(u) = 6, d(cu) 2 I>, 
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain 
THEOREM 3. Let P be regular and let (F, P) have property R. If every 
w E C(X) has at most one best approximation and 1 < d(a) < co for every 
01 E P, then (F, P) has the global Haar property. 
ProojI Suppose there are u, G E F[P] so that u - v” has d, - 1 zeros. Let 
r = d,-, GGP so that F(6) = d and d(Z) =r. Choose u~,..,,u,.EC(X) so 
that T(Z) C span {ul ... u,.}. Then there is a function w E C(X) so that u and 6 
are best approximations to w according to Lemma 2 and we obtain a contra- 
diction. 
EXAMPLE. Let E = W, u1 ... u, E C(X) linear independent. Let F: 
E + C(X) be defined by (01~ ... an) w Cy=‘=, CliUi. I = {I, 2 ,..., n}. Let gj: 
E-t[W(j~J)bedefinedby(a,...or,)~--or,.ThenP={(ol,...ar,)~IW~I 
a!j 3 oj = 1, 2,..., n} is regular. For 01 E P let 
I(a) = (j E I 1 cxj = O), 
EC4 = {(YI ... yn) E lFP 1 yj 3 0 for every j E I(a)}, 
T(a) = 
I 
?$I yjuj E C(X) 1 yi 2 0 for every j E I(a)/, 
d(a) = n. 
Since (F, P) has property R and P is regular we obtain the implication: 
If every w E C(X) has at most one best approximation then span& *** un} 
is a Haar space. (Apply Theorem 3). But the inverse implication does not 
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hold. Let X = [- 1, I], n = 3, and ul(x) = 1, us(x) = x, us(x) = x2 for 
every x e X. 
Let w(x) = x2 - 1 for every x E X. Then 0 and x2 are best approximations 
to w. 
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
A T-signature (Mf, M-) is a pair of closed, disjoint G,-subsets of X with 
M+uM-# @.Letfi=(M+,M-)and 
Q(X) = 1 if x E M+, 
‘a(x) = -1 if x E M-. 
The T-signature ii?2 is called extremal for u,, E F[P] if for every u oF[P], 
mi&dxMx) - fan) I XEM+UM-} GO. If woC(X), w # 0 then the 
T-signature fiw = (Mul+, M,-) is defined by M,+ = {x E X ] w(x) = 11 w \I}, 
Mu-- = {x E x 1 w(x) = --/I w II}. 
LEMMA 4. Let c1,, E P be regular. If h?l is a T-signature which is extremal 
for v0 = F(q,), then for every q E T(Q), min{edx) q(x) I x E M+ u AI-} < 0. 
Proof. There is a function E E C(X) with M,+ = M+, M,- = M-, and 
e(x) = E&(X) for every x E M+ u M-. By the Kolmogoroff criterion q, is a 
best approximation to z+, + E since J?Z is extremal for u,, . Hence by Theorem 1 
we obtain the result. 
The set of zeros of a function w E C(X) is denoted by Z(w). If &l and fil 
are two T-signatures and MI C M+, MI C MY then we write ii?& < M. 
Using an idea of Brosowski and Wegmann [3, “Durchschnittssatz”] we 
obtain: 
LEMMA 5. Let F[P] be an ar-sun. Let w E C(X) and suppose v,, , v1 E F[P] 
are best approximations to w. Then fi = (Mf, M-) with 
M+ = M;-,, n M,+-,, , M- = M,,, n M;+, 
is a T-signature which is extremal for uO (and Z(v, - v,,) 1 M+ u M-). 
Proof. Let A > 0 and We = w + X(w - ~3. Since F[P] is an a-sun trl is a 
best approximation to We and 11 wA - u, ]I = (1 + X) 1) w - u1 I]. However 
II 4 - uo II G II WA - w II + II w - vo II G A II w - 01 II + II w - 00 II = (1 + A) 
]I w - v1 I]. Hence u. is a best approximation to w,, . 
Since F[P] is an a-sun 
for every v E F[P]. (The Kolmogoroff criterion is necessary.) 
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M,+,-,o = (x E x I w(x) - 2)0(x) + X(w(x) - Q(X)) = (1 + h) /I W - 01 I\] 
= M& n MZ-,, = M+ 
and 
M&*:a = M-. 
Hence minr.M+vM- E&x)(D(x) - q,(x)) < 0 for every v EF[P], i.e., M is 
extremal for ziO . 
Let a,, E F[P] and i@ is a T-signature. (F, P) has the property TU at (a,, , ni) 
if the following holds: 
If %‘1 < ii!l and if there is a u E F[P], ZJ # u,, with Z(v - a,,) 3 M1+ u M,-, 
then there is an 01 E P so that 
(0 W4 f v. 
(ii) Z(F(0l) - uo) 3 M1+ u Ml- 
(iii) there is an q E T(a) so that EQ,(X) q(x) > 0 for every x E 
Ml+ u Ml-. 
(F, P) has the property TU if it has the property at (ao, nir) for every 
a0 E F[P] and every T-signature &?. 
THEOREM 6. If P is regular, F[P] is an wsun, w G C(X), and v. E F[P] is a 
best approximation to w, then v. is the only best approximation if (F, P) has 
the property TU at (v. , ii?Zw-,J. 
Proof. Suppose there is a v E F[P], v # u. which is a best approximation 
to w. By Lemma 5 Mf = M& n ML-, , M- = M;+ r\ M;;_, defines a 
T-signature rjr = (M+, M-) with J?l < ii?iW-,O and Z(v - vo) 3 M+ u M-. 
Then there is an CY. E P with F(a) # a0 , Z(F(a) - vo) 3 M+ U M- and there is 
a q. E T(a) with C@(X) qo(x) > 0 for every x E M+ U M-. ii? is extremal for 
v. . Z(F(a) - vo) 3 M+ u M- implies that fi is extremal for F(a). Then 
Lemma 4 implies min{&x) q(x) 1 x E M+ u M-) < 0 for every q E T(U) 
and we obtain a contradiction with q. . 
As a corollary we obtain 
THEOREM 7. If P is regular, F[P] is an a-sun and (F, P) has the property TU, 
then every w E C(X) has at most one best approximation. 
Examples 
(1) If (F, P) has the global Haar property and T(a) is a Haar space on 
X for every 01 E P,2 then (F, P) has the property TU. Applying Theorem 7 
2 A finite dimensional linear subspace H # (8) of C(X) is called a Haar space on X, 
if every Y E H has at most dim H - 1 zeros (in X). 
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we obtain the generalization of a well-known theorem of Meinardus and 
Schwedt [9, Satz 141. 
(2) If (F, P) has property R and T(a) is a Haar space on X for every 
01 E P, then (P, P) has the global Haar property. Applying Theorem 7 (and a 
theorem of Krabs [7] on the relation of the property R to asymptotic on- 
bexity) we obtain a result similar to Satz 10 of Meinardus and Schwedt [9]. 
IfP =E,nEN,U1 .** u, E C(X) are linear independent and F: E -+ C(X) 
is given by (a1 *.+ ol,) H ,&,u+ , then Theorems 3 and 7 imply the well-known 
theorem (see [lo]): 
Every w E C(X) has at most one best approximation if and only if 
wan{u, ... u,} is a Haar space on X. 
Brosowski [2] claimed the equivalence of the uniqueness of best approxi- 
mations and the space T(a) to be Haar spaces on X in the case of asymptotic 
convexity. However in the proof there is a gap. 
(3) Suppose that for every a0 E F[P] there is a 01~ E:P with F(c+,) = z+, , 
T(c+,) is a Haar space on X, and every difference z, - v0 , v E F[P], u # u,, has 
at most d(ol,) - 1 zeros, then (F, P) has property TU. 
In the following three examples let n E N, P, = E = W, X = [0, l] and 
let F: E ---f C[O, l] be given by (01~ ... ol,) w &ui , where a1 1.. u, E C[O, I] 
are linear independent. 
(4) Linear Approximation with Parameter Constraints 
Let m E N, m < It. Suppose for every set I with (I,2 ,..., m} C IC 
(1, L..., n} span{ui 1 i E 1} is a Haar space on X. Let P = ((01~ -1. a,J E 
Elolj>Oj=m+l *.. n}. Then P is regular and (F, P) has the property R. 
Let a,, E F[P], llil is a T-signature. Suppose there is a signature a1 < iJ?l 
and a o1 E F[PJ, Q # a,, so that Z(u, - vO) r) M1+ U Ml-; 6 = Zijuj = 
+(a1 + v,J. Let r be the number of indices j E {m + 1 1.. n> with Oz, > 0 and 
I=(jE{m+ 1 *.. n} 1 Gii > 0). Then 6 - a,, E span({u, .*. u,} u {(z&}) 
and 6 - v,, has at most m + r - 1 zeros. Then there is a 4 E T(6) with 
E& (x) q(x) > 0 for every x E M1+ u Ml-. Hence (F, P) has property TU at 
(?+,I, &‘) (for every a,, E F[P] and every T-signature fi). 
(5) Linear Restricted Range Approximation 
Suppose U = span{u, *.. u,} is a Haar space on X. I = {1,2}, T = [0, 11. 
Let I, u E C[O, 1 J so that I(x) < u(x) for every x E [0, I]. g,,,: E --f Iw (T E I’) 
is defined by 
(011 ... a,) I-+ zYiU~(T) - U(T) 
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and g,,,: E + R (7 E r) by 
(a1 ... an) it Z(T) - &pi(T). 
Then 
p = {(al *.* 4 E E I g,,,(~, .** 4 d 0, 
&,2(% . ..a.) <Oforevery7Er) 
is regular as was shown by Warth [13] and (F, P) has property R. 
If w E C[O, l] and a,, E F[P] so that 
CK-tl, n {x E LO, 11 I%W = 4m 
u (M& n (x E [O, I] ) Q(X) = f(x))) = ia 
then (F, P) has the property TU at (a, , A&,+,,>. For fi < A&,,-,, and v E F[P], 
vfv, with Z(u--~,,)~M+uM-. A={x~[O,l]IB(x)=u(x)}, B= 
{x E [O, l] 1 d(x) = I(x)}, where 6 = +(u + v,,) = XGzjuj . Then 
T(& ... 6,) =(qEUjq(x) <OforeveryxEA, 
q(x) > 0 for every x E B}. 
Z(G - u,,) = Z(u - uO) 1 M+ u M- implies Z(6 - a,,) 1 M+ u M- u A u B. 
Since U is a Haar space on [0, l] M+ u M- u A u B contains at most y1 - 1 
points. (A n M+) u (B n M-) = o implies that there is a q E U so that 
q(x)=lifxcM+,q(x)=-lifxEM-,q(x)<OifxeAandq(x)>O 
if x E B. Hence q E T(B, ..* a,) and EE(x) q(x) > 0 for every x E M+ u M-. 
One can argue in the same way in the case of restricted range approxi- 
mation. So we obtain uniqueness results as in Taylor [12] and Loeb et al. [S]. 
(6) Linear Approximation with Interpolatory Constraints 
Suppose U = span{u, ... u,] is a Haar space on X. Let m E N, m < n, 
O~x,<...<x,elandy,...y,~[W.p:E-tIW~isgivenby(ol,...(u3~ 
avi(X3 - Yl ,*a*, .&u~(x,) - y3. Then p is linear and surjective, thus 
p = I(% ... an) / p(cll, ... an) = O} is regular and (F, P) has property R. 
If u0 EF[P] and A?2 is a T-signature with {x1 *A. xJ n (M+ U M-) - @ 
then (E; P) has the property TU at (u,, , A??). For u E F[P], v # v,, and aI < iI?l 
with Z(V - u,,) r) Ml+ U Ml-. u = J?ajUj . Then T(ol, ... an) = {q E U ] 
q(xJ = 0, j = 1, 2,..., m}. Since Ml+ u Ml- contains at most n - m - 1 
points there is a q E 27 with q(x) = 1 if x E MI+, q(x) = - 1 if x E M- and 
q(xJ = 0,j = 1,2,..., m. Then q E T(ol, ... an) and eaI(x) q(x) > 0 for every 
x E Ml+ u Ml-. 
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If w E C[O, I], w(xJ = yi (j = I,2 ,..., m), then (ME+ U M;..,J f3 
1x1 ... x,,J = la if w # u0 . Then (F, P) has the property TU at (u,, , M,-,o). 
We can apply Theorem 6 to obtain results as in Deutsch [4] and Warth [14]. 
(7) Linear Approximation with Parameter Constraints 
Let E = W+l, X = [0, 11, u,, ,..., u, E C(x) linear independent and let 
F: E + C(X) be given by (01~ ,..., qJ ++ JYaiUi . Instead of F(a) let US write F, . 
Let 0 < k, < . ..<k.~nandO,<I,<...<I,~nsothat{k,,...,k,}n 
{Z, ..., I,} = 0. 
Let A, B C (I, 2 ,..., r> and for every j E A, aj E 53, for every j E B, bj E R 
and c1 ... c, E R. Let 
P = {(a0 1.. ol,)EE/aj<ol,,foreveryjGA,a,,<bjforeveryjEB, 
cylj = cj , i = I, 2 ,..., s). 
Suppose ai < bi if j E A n B. If (II E P then 
T(a) = 
1 
i fiiU< i pKj > 0 if akj = ai and j E A, & < 0 if ak, = b, and j E B, 
i=O 
flzj =O,j== 1,2 ,..., s. 
I 
Then P is regular and (F, P) has property R. F[P] is convex, hence an a-sun. 
NOW suppose Ui(X) = x8 for x E [0, l] and i = 0, l,..., n. Then 
F[P] = IFa = i iyiui / Zj < F?‘(O) for every j E A, 
i=O 
Fi’j)(O) < 6, for every j E B, 
and for every 01 E P, 
F?‘(O) = Zj, ,j = 1, 2 ,..., s 
I 
T(a) = /q = i /3& 1 q(“)(O) > 0 if F?)(O) = Zj and j E A, 
i=O 
q@)(O) < 0 if F,‘““(O) = hi and j E B, 
q(‘J(O) = 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., s 
I 
with Z, = kj! a, (j E A), 6, = kj! bj (je B), Zj = Zj! Cj (j = 1,2 ,..., s). 
If q”)(O) = 0 for q E span@, -.* u,J and j E (0, l,..., n> then q E span({u, .-* u,J\ 
w* 
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Thus 
where 
wn({uo .*’ %J\bz, ... uz, 3 (hc,)jd,(u)“l,d) c m4 
z ( 101 ) = (j E A / F+)(O) = a.3 01 3 ' 
Z ( 201 ) = {j E B / F@)(O) = 6.) a J . 
Let rl(ol) (resp. r2(01)) be the number of elements of Z1(ol) (resp. Z,(a)). We note 
that span{u, ... u,} is a Haar space on (0, r] for every y > 0 and every 
collection of numbers pL1 ... ll.T E N, with 0 < pi < ... < Z+ < IZ (see 
Karlin and Studden [Sj). 
Now assume k, > 0, lI > 0. Then rl(ol) + r2(~) + s < IE + 1 for every 
01 E P. Let m(a) = (n + 1) - (TV + Y&U) + s) (CX EP). Suppose uO, 
q E F[P] and q, # u1 . Let BE P so that Z’(G) = 6 = $(ul + q,). Then 
6 - D,, has at most m(6) - 1 zeros in [0, 11. For j E I,(&)), then _F,‘“i’(O) = aj 
which implies v1 ( ) %) 0 - z@‘(O) = 0 and Pj)(O) - @j’(O) = 0. Analogously 
j E Z,(G) implies 9Q(O) - z.@‘(O) = 0. Furthermore v(~~)(O) - ub”j’(O) = 0. 
Thus 6 - u0 E span({u, ... u,}\{ull ... uz,, (~kj)~~~,(~)uI,d) which is a mar 
space on (0, 11, so 6 - u,, has at most m(a) - 1 zeros in (0, 11. Suppose 
W) - u,(O) = 0. Then 6 - v. E wn(h a.* u,)\{uzl ... uz, , (~kj)j~ll(a)ul,(h)~) f 
(0) hence 6 - u. has at most m(G) - 2 (30) zeros in (0, 11. 
Let us now show that (F, P) has the property TU. Let o0 E F[P] and ii? 
be a T-signature. Suppose there is a v1 E P[P], zll # u. and a1 < 1%’ with 
Z(u, - vo) 3 Ml+ u Al-. 
Let 6 = +(vr t vo) = F(B). Then F(G) # v. , Z(F(&) - vo) 3 M1+ U Ml- 
and Ml+ u M1- contains at most m(G) - 1 (21) points. 
Suppose 0 $ Ml+ u Ml-. Let 4 E wn({u, ... ~,~\{~zl ... 11~ , (~kjhdl(4)u~,w~) 
with q(x) = ‘Q(X) for every x E M,+ u Mi-. Then q E T(c$ 
If 0 E Ml+ U Ml- then let q1 E wn({u, ... %J\{uzl ... UZ,  (Ukj)je,,(~)uI,(~)I) 
with ql(x) = E&(X) for every x E M1+ u M,-\(O). Let qA = q1 f he&O) u. E 
wn({u, ... &J\{%l “’ uz, > (~~j)~~,,(~)~~~(~)}). If h is sufficiently small then 
q,(x) E&(X) > 0 for every x E M1+ u Ml-. Furthermore qn E T(g). 
So we have proved that (F, P) has property TU at (u. , 6Z) (for every 
v. E F[P] and every T-signature M). By Theorem 7 every w E C[O, l] has at 
most one best approximation. This has been proved by a different method by 
Roulier and Taylor [I I]. 
4. FINAL REMARK 
A comparison of this paper with Warth [15] shows that L,-approximation 
and uniform approximation of continuous functions can be treated by 
similar theories. 
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